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This is a very interesting study, particularly in a context of African developing country. The general approach is good, methodology correct, as well as the language use. However there are some points that need to be improved:

-You have included literature review in Introduction, which is very unusual. Introduction should identify the problem and research gap, your research goals and paper structure. Literature review should be followed by RQ/hypothesis.

-Please take care of uniform language, for example percentages as words v. numbers - in a same sentence you use both.

-When talking about TPB (if this is really necessary) you can't omit Ajzen

-some more info on the sample selection should be added - how did you select the the 100 respondents for each group?

-I suggest putting the tables 1 and 2 as well as 4 and 5 into one - it would be much more comprehensible

-Usually we call chapter Discussion - it is understandable that you discuss your results. In this chapter you should not repeat your results, but compare them with other studies or give specific explanations

. In a Conclusion chapter the first sentence is not correct - this is not what your results show! Also there is a missing part on future research suggestions and limitations of your study.

The above remarks could significantly improve your paper. I hope I was helpful. Good luck with your further research on the topic.